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The latest collection from contemporary and stylish jewellery designer Rachel Galley
(http://www.rachelgalley.com/) is set to become the style accessory of the summer. Combining fashionable
elegance, unique originality and stylish fun, the new BonBon collection is a ‘must-have’ for anyone
looking to add some fun, glamour and sparkle to their summer wardrobe.
Made from stunning, brilliant cut blue topaz, all pieces in the BonBon collection
(http://www.rachelgalley.com/collections/bonbon/bonbon_drop_stud_earrings-278) have a unique lattice
setting allowing both the stone and original setting to take centre stage, creating a truly stunning
sparkle.
Following on from Rachel’s hugely successful cocktail ring collection
(http://www.rachelgalley.com/collections/cocktail), the BonBon range offers stylish statement jewellery
for every day wear. Available in three beautiful shades of blue topaz – Sky (light blue), Swiss (medium
blue) and London (dark blue), the complete collection compromises of:
•Cluster drop pendants
•Stud, cluster drop, double and single drop earrings
•Multi charm necklace with mixed colour drops
•Cocktail rings
•Chunky necklace and bracelet with lattice set topaz drops
Guaranteed to make you truly sparkle this season and set to become the must-have accessory, creating a
demure stylish touch, this range demonstrates classic beauty at its best.

Prices in the range begin from £99 and are available to buy from www.rachelgalley.com. Each piece of
Rachel Galley jewellery will arrive in a beautiful, gift-wrapped, bespoke box and gift bag and are sent
by complimentary Special Delivery.
-EndsFor further press information please contact Kate Harris or Sasha Mattus @ Publicasity PR. Tel: 020 7632
2400. Email: rachelgalley@publicasity.co.uk
About Rachel Galley
Rachel Galley, 28, graduated from Central Saint Martins College of Art and Design in 2004 with a First
Class Honours Degree in Jewellery Design. Rachel has since worked for some of the most prestigious brands
in the luxury jewellery market such as Links Of London, Stephen Webster and Boodles, before setting up
her own business three years ago in a studio at Cockpits Arts. Rachel’s original and contemporary
designs have been worn by the likes of Lily Allen and Juliette Lewis and are continuing to create a buzz
within the fashion and design world. All of Rachel’s collections are inspired by her personal
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experiences, exotic travel and exploratory eye making each range both unique and fun to wear. Rachel was
awarded a Coutts London Jewellery Week- New Jeweller Award in 2009.
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